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Appendix VII
Right-of-Way Deed for Power Line
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Appendix VIII
Historical Information

Because Owen Sowerwine is the first Natural Area in the state of Montana located on school trust land,
it is important to remember the people and history of its nomination.  This Appendix contains the fol-
lowing historic information:

• Resolution Designating Owen Sowerwine as Montana’s First Natural Area
• List of original management plan contributors
• Forward to Original Master Plan

Resolution Dedicating Owen Sowerwine as Montana’s First Natural Area

The Montana State Land Board Resolution designating Owen Sowerwine as the state’s first Natural Area
appears below.  The resolution was approved on April 15, 1976.  An official dedication ceremony did not
take place on site until September 9, 1978.
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List of Original Contributors to Making Owen Sowerwine a Natural Area
Nominating Party:  Mr. Vernon Mauritsen, Superintendent, and Flathead County Park Board

Flathead County Park Board Governor’s Natural Areas Advisory Board
Arnold Jacobsen, President Representative Dorothy Bradley, Chairman
Sam Bibler, Vice-President Margaret Adams
L. W. McNeil Jean Anderson
Don Hacker Pete Jackson
Joe DeLong H. A. Larson
Melford Wollan Anthony Lukes
Frank Guay Robert Prevost
Viola Keller
Mabel Grosswiler
Mark Ahner, Executive Secretary
Vernon Mauritsen, Superintendent
Dixie L. Mills, Secretary

Advisory Department of State Lands (Now DNRC)
Jim Gragg, Division of Forestry Leo Berry, Jr., Commissioner
Tony Buechel, Department of Wilbur Erbe, Administrator

Fish & Game Bill Courter, Natural Areas Specialist
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Forward to Original Master Plan

This unique forward to the original Owen Sowerwine Natural Area Master Plan, captures the importance and
significance of Owen Sowerwine being dedicated as the state’s first Natural Area in 1978.

FORWARD

In governing and managing this “Natural Area” we should keep before us at all times the definition of “natural”:
BEING IN ACCORDANCE WITH OR DETERMINED BY NATURE.  Inherent in this definition is the implied
requirement of us as managers to keep the heavy hand of man as much out of the management as possible, and to
proceed as carefully and thoughtfully as possible.

Let us consider some basic facts:  Our planet earth was 4.6 billion years in its creation.  Life commenced on earth
3 billion years ago and evolved naturally throughout this awesome period of time to bring us to the present.  Of
this 3 billion years of evolutionary time, our own species has occupied only the last 3 million years, or in other
words, only one-thousandth of the total period of life on earth.  Throughout his 3 million years, man lived entirely
within his natural environment until only about 3,000 years ago, at which time he began to make use of written
languages and to move outside of his natural existence.

Even so, this so-called historic period has occupied only about one thousandth of man’s time on earth, and only
one millionth of the total period of general life on earth!  Even during this last 3,000 years of man’s life on earth,
he lived reasonably close to nature until only about the last 100 years, at which time he began an extravagant and
unsustainable burning of fossil fuels to produce energy which in turn was used to alter the face of the earth with
reckless abandon.  As a result of man’s sudden access to power and his voracious and thoughtless behavior during
this most recent tiny instant of his existence, almost nothing completely natural remains in areas within his easy
reach.  Hence the urgent need for the setting aside of representative “Natural Areas” before it is too late.

It seems absolutely mandatory that the role of manager should be one of maintaining the integrity of a natural area
until such time as our species has been forced to acquaint itself with the shortsightedness and wastefulness of
much of its recent behavior, and finds itself with the knowledge and the inclination to assume a proper and
sustainable role as the only one of a million species of life on earth.

In other words, the only way we can keep all options open with regard to the future of our “Natural Area” is to
keep it as natural as we possibly can, for as long as we possibly can.  If not, we very soon will have lost this
unique opportunity forever.

By Mr. Sam Bibler, 1978


